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Zusammenfassung

Diese Bachelorarbeit wurde für Menschen geschrieben, die sich im generellen für die
Anwendung von Machine Learning interessieren oder ein Interesse an der Weiterentwicklung von Machine Teaching haben. Es werden die Vorteile von vorbestimmten
Trainingseinheiten sowie das Entnehmen grundsätzlicher Herangehensweisen aus der
Didaktik geprüft.
In der folgenden Arbeit wird geprüft, ob Machine Learning eine nutzbare Option zum
Erstellen einer künstlichen Intelligenz für die Entwicklung von Videospielen ist, da
Machine Learning viele Möglichkeiten bietet die Erstellung von interaktiven Medien,
wie zum Beispiel Videospielen, zu fördern. Hierzu wird anhand von zwei Beispielen
überprüft, in welcher Qualität die Algorithmen lernen und in wie fern die Beispiele ein
vorhersehbares Ergebnis liefern.
Zudem wird in der Arbeit auf die unterschiedlichen Probleme, die beim Machine
Learning auftreten können, eingegangen. Eines der Hauptprobleme, das in dieser Arbeit
diskutiert wird, ist das Problem der Möglichkeiten der Vorhersage des Ergebnisses des
Machine-Learning-Prozesses. Hierzu werden die Herangehensweisen angewendet, die
in „Ways to Optimize the Outcome of Machine Learning“ erarbeitet wurden.
Ein weiteres Problem, das in dieser Arbeit diskutiert wird, ist das Einsparen von Zeit
während des Lernprozesses. Dazu werden die unten weiter ausgeführten Ansätze in
einem realen Projekt umgesetzt und das Ergebnis mithilfe von Beobachtungen und
Statistiken evaluiert.
Das Projekt wird mit Unity Version 2019.2.18f1 und dem Unity Machine Learning
Toolkit Version 0.13 umgesetzt. Das Zusammenspiel dieser beiden Anwendungen
erlaubt es, Machine Learning Algorithmen, die von unterschiedlichsten Menschen
benutzt werden, zu testen. Des weiteren bietet das Unity Machine Learning Toolkit eine
native Einbindung von TensorBoard, das zum Auswerten des Lernvorgangs genutzt
wird.
Das Projekt ist dem Genre Action Adventure zuzuordnen und findet im
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dreidimensionalen Raum statt. Es besteht aus einem Bosskampf, der von zwei Parteien
ausgeführt wird. Ein Charakter ist ein Ritter, der andere Charakter ein Monster. Diese
sind in einem Kampf auf Leben und Tod in einer Arena gefangen. Um den jeweiligen
Gegner zu besiegen, müssen die Charaktere sich gegenseitig mit Angriffen Schaden
zufügen. Bei einem erfolgreichen Angriff wird dem Gegner Leben abgezogen. Dies
wird fortgeführt, bis einer der beiden Kontrahenten stirbt.
Beide Parteien können hierzu von einer Künstlichen Intelligenz oder einem Spieler
übernommen werden. Hierzu werden in dem Projekt Wege entwickelt, wie ein
Übergang zwischen künstlicher und menschlicher Steuerung durchgeführt werden kann.
Es wird eine Herangehensweise getestet, bei der die Künstliche Intelligenz einen
virtuellen Controller zum Steuern der Aktionen des Charakters einsetzt. Diese
Steuerung kann jederzeit, auch während des aktiven Spiels, von einem Spieler mit
einem Controller übernommen werden.
Die Charaktere werden so programmiert, dass sie mehrere unterschiedliche Attacken
ausführen können. Das Monster kann sich zudem in eine zweite Phase begeben, in der
es mehr Schaden anrichtet. Der Mensch hingegen kann sich heilen und ausweichen.
Die Herangehensweisen, die von „Ways to Optimize the Outcome of Machine
Learning“ entnommen werden, beschreiben zwei Arten des Trainings für Machine
Learning. Die erste Herangehensweise ist abgeleitet von einem Training, dessen Ziel es
ist einen Hund stubenrein zu bekommen. Das Training wird hierfür aufgesetzt, indem
die Belohnungsfunktion des Algorithmus auf eine Art manipuliert wird, die das
Belohnungssystem beim Trainieren eines Hundes simuliert. Hierzu wird die Belohnung
bei erfolgreichem Erreichen eines Meilensteins verringert, bis letzten Endes die
Belohnung gestrichen wird.
Einige Belohnungen, wie zum Beispiel das Töten des Gegners, bleiben hierbei immer
erhalten. Um diese Herangehensweise zu testen wird die Arena, die im finalen Spiel
genutzt wird, für das Training umgebaut.
Die beiden Charaktere werden hierbei in der Nähe von einander aufgestellt. Da das
Monster hier alleine lernt, wird der Ritter mit einer traditionell programmierten
Künstliche Intelligenz versehen, mit der er in der Lage ist, das Monster zu verfolgen
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und in unregelmäßigen Abständen zu attackieren.
Die zweite Herangehensweise wird vom Lehren von Lese- und Schreibfähigkeiten bei
Kindern abgeleitet. Diese lernen besagte Fähigkeiten, indem die Aufgabe des Lesens
eines Wortes oder Textes in kleinstmögliche Aufgaben aufgeteilt wird. Dies wird für
Machine Learning umgesetzt, indem die Aufgabe des Kampfes in mehrere kleine
Abschnitte aufgeteilt wird. Die Aufgabenabschnitte haben unterschiedliche Designs, die
darauf ausgelegt sind dem Algorithmus die Aufgabe einfach verständlich beizubringen.
Wenn die erste Aufgabe erledigt ist, wird ein weiterer Lerner in die nächste
Lernumgebung geladen. Dieser Prozess wird wiederholt, bis alle Aufgabenabschnitte
vollendet sind. Dieses Training wird mit dem Ritter getestet. In dem finalen Abschnitt
wird der Ritter gegen das, mit einer traditionell programmierten Künstliche Intelligenz
versehenen, Monster kämpfen. Diese Künstliche Intelligenz ermöglicht es dem Monster
den Ritter zu verfolgen und in unregelmäßigen Abständen zu attackieren.
Zudem wird auf verschiedene Probleme beim Umsetzen der Steuerung eingegangen.
Die Übernahme der Steuerung wird mit Actions und der Übergabe der Werte für den
rechten Thumb-stick als Vector2 erreicht. Zudem wird für die Orientierung und das
Erhalten von Daten des Gegners ein Ray-Cast-basiertes System erstellt und verwendet.
Die Hyperparameter werden dann mit Rücksicht auf die bereitgestellte Leistung des
Rechners und die Menge an zu verarbeitenden Daten ausgewählt und dementsprechend
eingestellt. Da die beiden Charaktere die selbe Grundlage zur Steuerung besitzen,
werden bei beiden Trainings die selben Parameter angesetzt.
Folgend wird das erstellte Projekt zum Lehren des Machine Learning Algorithmus
verwendet und neun Tage lang trainiert. Die trainierten Gehirne werden dann getestet,
indem sie objektiv nach ihren Fähigkeiten geprüft werden. Hierbei wird versucht
aufgrund des Verhaltens innerhalb des Spiels eine Aussage zu treffen, wie gut der
Algorithmus die gewünschten Fähigkeiten mit dem angewandten Trainingsaufbau
realisieren kann. Ferner wird die Qualität des Trainings evaluiert, indem die Statistiken
von TensorBoardi ausgewertet werden.
Weiter werden in dieser Arbeit Möglichkeiten dargestellt, die basierend auf den
Ergebnissen des Versuchs, den Versuch selbst, aber auch Machine Learning als solches,
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weiter verbessern könnten.
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Introduction

The video gaming industry has risen to be one of the biggest entertainment industries in
the world over the last decade even surpassing televisionii. The value of the global video
games market has developed from 54.2 billion USD in 2011 to 78.6 billion USD in
2017 with an estimated growth to 90.1 billion USD in 2020 iii. The revenue rises all
while the cost of developing games has increased dramatically over timeiv and games
have not notably risen in price in the western markets for the last decade v. The rising
costs can be explained by having a look at the complexity of video game development.
Every aspect of video games from AI to graphics have become more complex. Thus, the
budgets for development are rising. So, when budgeting a game, one relatively big
factor that has to be taken into consideration is the development of AI.
There are many games that need complex combat behaviour in the AI. Currently, there
are many ways to create complex AI with meaningful ways of interaction. There are
finite state machines and behaviour trees, which allow the developer to specifically
tailor the behaviour of the AI to certain scenarios. Finite state machines are designed in
a way, that an AI can switch from one state to another, if a certain criteria is met. In
these states the behaviour is controlled. For example: In a stealth game, the guard is
standing around or patrolling as the default state. An exit condition for the state of the
guard is a line of sight towards the player. As the guard sees the player, the guard
changes its state from standing/patrolling to the follow state. From there, it can change
the state to other states like attacking, inspecting and as many more as the programmer
tells it to do. The state changes can but do not have to bi directional.
Behaviour trees have a similar approach where certain conditions have to be met, so the
AI can change between different behaviours. The difference is that the behaviour is
decided by checking if the conditions of the tree are met. For example, a guard in said
stealth game is set up to follow the player, if it sees the player and in parallel have a
look for other playersvi. This is more complicated to realise with state machines, but
actually not that hard with behaviour trees. However, a downside of this is the lack of
autonomy from the AIs perspective, as well as the time and money spent to create such
systems.
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An approach that is more autonomous is the Goal-Oriented Action Planning. Here the
AI gets a goal to accomplish. This goal is adjusted when the sensors or intrinsic
motivations of the agent have changed drastically. The aforementioned guard is
patrolling. His goal is securing the current area. Then, he sees the player, which allows
him to switch the goal to attack the player. The guard, who was bound to his area
before, can now move freely. This approach allows for behaviour for previously
unknown scenarios while keeping the implementation easy to maintain and modular vii.
But still, making these seem be costly since the development companies do have a great
need for employees working on the creation of AI.
To reduce the potential costs of these complex programs, machine learning can be
utilised. Machine learning has the potential to help in a lot of fields of video game
creation but most notably the creation of AI. When comparing the possibilities of the
aforementioned AI with the potential of machine learning, machine learning becomes an
intriguing topic. It has the possibility to autonomously change behaviours for each
situation and even find new solutions to unknown problems. Machine learning could be
the future of AI creation for video games, even though different games bring new
difficulties for the machine learning algorithmsviii.
For example, there are ego shooters, which test the reflexes and tactical skills of the
algorithm. Then there are real time strategy games, which test the knowledge of the
game, reaction time and strategy of the algorithm. Both need the algorithm to process
fairly complex information. For example, how many units or enemies are in the area I
want to go to? How much life have I and how likely is it, that I will win the fight?
However, this is not the case within a boss fight of an adventure game. There is only
one enemy, and you only need to know the position, life and what attacks it is going to
use to defeat it. Thus, making it a bit easier for the machine learning algorithm to
understand what is wanted from it.
A major challenge is to get the algorithm to anticipate the desired behaviour. The
teacher has to find criteria to create reward functions that trigger the wanted behaviour
before the algorithm has to train for a significant amount of time. In the end, this can
lead to success or to failure. Even with the right rewards, an agent can learn nothing
because of the wrong hyper parameters. Also, it can not be said how long a machine
2

learning algorithm has to learn before giving good results. Very similar to a child, that
learns on its own, the machine learning algorithm does always learn something, but it is
not clear, what exactly has been learned, or if the right thing has been learned before
testing it. Here the teacher has to find ways to make sure how to utilize the tools of
machine learning in a way that ensures or at least increases the chances of success in the
learning process.

1.1

Machine Learning: the Future of Video Game AI

Fig. 1: Facial recognition software used on celebrities. The numbers indicate the probability that the
software has given the face to be the person it believes it to be.

While there have been advances like state machines ix, goal driven AIx, blackboardsxi,
utility based AIxii or even behaviour treesxiii in AI development over the years, some say
that the use of machine learning for the creation of video games is nothing short of a
revolution. The possibilities seem endless with machine learning. The goal here is that
the AI can handle each situation on it's own without being explicitly told to do so.
Imagine a game where the AI is following a daily routine and interacts with the
environment and the player in meaningful ways, no matter what the player does. It
seems like an impossible task to have to keep every possibility in mind and even more
so to develop a program with this goal, but machine learning could be able to give game
3

developers exactly thatxiv.
Machine learning allows the computer to process unknown data, based on what it
learned from the initial training data, by making predictions. In facial recognition
software trained with machine learning, the software gets an image and makes the
prediction about who is in the picture by searching and identifying faces first, then
analysing the facial position as well as facial features. Lastly, it makes an assumption on
who the person in the picture is most likely to be, based on a comparison of the data
with a databasexv (see Fig. 1).
This could have the potential to be used in video games when the machine learning AI
calculates the outcome of a situation and reacts with the entertainment of the player in
mind. With this approach one can create situations that directly adapt to the players
behaviour, creating new content in runtime without the need for human interference.
Still, the progress in machine learning especially for gaming appliances is not advanced
enough to fully support such uses yet. Nevertheless, the more these tools are developed,
the more possible this scenario becomes.

1.2

The Problems of Using Machine Learning in Video Game

Development
While the use of machine learning would lead to a big leap in video game development,
there are still huge hurdles to overcome before this can become reality. A big aspect is
the predictability of the outcome of the learning process. The trainers of a machine
learning algorithm need to be able to predict the outcome of it to a certain degree, in
order to influence the game experience and lead the player to a state of flow.
Flow is a state where the challenge is great enough to defeat the player when he does
make a big mistake, but easy enough so the player is not overwhelmed by obstacles.
This state of flow urges the player to focus on the task, and is a major influence in
creating an engaging game. For this to be achieved a clear objective has to be
established, which in many cases is to best your opponent or here the AI. If the AI is too
strong, the player could outright quit the game due to frustration and if it is too weak he
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could quit for the lack of challengexvi.
However, even with traditional programming methods, which provide the developer
with full control over the actions an AI can take, the process is very hard to get right xvii.
This can result in unbelievable behaviours, or outright break the game. For machine
learning this is a particularly hard thing to get right, because of the developers being
unable to predict the outcome of the machine learning process. Even if the product
would seem fine at first, vivid testing would have to be done especially for edge cases.
This is because there is no way to fix certain parts within the trained brain of a machine
learning algorithm to further develop it for the enjoyment of the player.
Furthermore, there is no guarantee that the algorithm really understands the intentions
of the developers. When developing a training for an machine learning algorithm, the
trainer has to take into account that the algorithm has absolutely no idea of anything it is
supposed to do. Since there is no way of telling it directly what it has to do, but
imitation learning which is a learning method of mimicking real players. And even then
it is entirely possible for the machine learning algorithm to fail at the task that is
givenxviii.
Then, there is the problem of the beauty of the AI. A beautiful AI has the ability to
generate actions that are conceivable in the context of the game. Bugs and glitches or
outright stupid behaviour like looking in the wrong direction when attacking an enemy
deteriorate how believable the AI is. It is easy to tell a traditionally programmed AI to
look in the right direction. But with machine learning, it is not that easy. When not taken
into account the AI gets trained to beat the player by using the most viable strategy
which is most likely not beautiful. For example, when thinking about a first-person ego
shooter, it would be best to move the camera as fast as possible, to get more information
about the surroundings. But this would be horrific to look atxix.
Traditionally programmed AI has the advantage of total control over the behaviours
because they are specifically programmed to behave in a certain way once the criteria is
met. Still, because of the potential it has, machine learning is an interesting addition to
the tools of game development even though it does not have the amount of control a
traditionally programmed AI has, because it has to learn the behaviours autonomously.
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Additionally, it has the potential to save the developers money. The creation of AI with
traditional means is very expensive. There are departments specialised in the creation of
these in every major game development companyxx. These costs could be used on other
parts of game development, when machine learning becomes a viable option.
Unity provides game developers with a tool for the creation of machine learning AI.
With Unity ML Agents it is possible to train a machine learning agent for all kinds of
purposes without having to write one's own algorithms. The machine learning
algorithms in Unity are written in Python. It implements an interface between the game
engine and Python to train the AI. It is used by many machine learning enthusiasts and
allows the teacher to easily build their own trainings xxi. With such a tool set one can
build a game that allows testing machine learning for video game development.

1.3

Enhancement of Accessibility and Predictability

For many, machine learning is still hard to understand. Currently it is estimated that
around 80% of all AI work is done by a small group of experts xxii. With a paradigm shift
from optimisation of the learning process to the optimisation of the teaching process,
and therefore increasing the accessibility, the community of machine learning
enthusiasts could have more meaningful breakthroughsxxiii.
Expanding on this idea a look at other fields of didactic can be taken and reworked to
suit the needs of a complex machine learning problem. The house training of a dog is
interesting because of the kind of communication the teacher has to take to teach the
dog. Giving a dog a treat for good behaviour is basically reinforced learning where a
reward is given to the machine. Then there is the teaching of literacy skills which is
splitting a much broader task into small pieces by teaching the child to first recognise
single characters and then putting them together to read words. This could be useful to
enhance the predictability of the outcome of the machine learning processxxiv.
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2

State of the Art for the Creation of Machine Learning AI in Games

Big companies like Google, Electronic Arts, OpenAI and even Tencent have shown
great interest in the development of machine learning for video games.
Google's AlphaStar has already beaten top players in the video game “StarCraft 2 :
Wings of Liberty”xxv even though there are some failures the team behind the
development was not able to fix yet. It has been trained to have a similar reaction time
to the top tier players of that game. The team trained the AI with pre-recorded data of
other players and then let it compete against other machine learning AIs to get a good
performancexxvi.
Electronic Arts worked together with Seed to develop an AI that is playing
“Battlefield 1”xxvii with 30 minutes of imitation learning and then reinforced learning. It
is only rewarded for the objective it plays. The result is an AI that is capable of
traversing the environment and killing the enemy. All of this was achieved within six
days of training with translates to around 300 days of gameplay. Still, there is some
more work to do since the AI has the tendency to walk in circles. The goal is to use
machine learning for quality assurance and later on even for the AI within gameplayxxviii.
OpenAI has created OpenAI Five, which are five neural networks capable of defeating
pro players of the Game DOTA 2 xxix with teamwork and long term strategies. It is
trained by playing 180 years of gameplay time every day. Its opponent while training is
itself. So, other then the approaches before there is no gameplay footage used at allxxx.
Tencent developed an AI which is defeating the players of Honor of Kings xxxi, beating
99.81% of human players, but only in 1vs1 games. Here, the team set up the proximal
policy optimisation algorithm with reinforced learning. The AI is capable of advanced
strategies and can even pull off combos, to deal great damagexxxii.
Unfortunately, some of the aforementioned creators had the goal to create an AI whose
only objective was to defeat the player. For most of them the goal was, unlike in this
thesis, not to create an opponent for the player to have fun with. This implicates the
need for further research in this field, as creating an engaging, and therefore possibly
popular, game is a major task for game developers and a reason for their interest in
using machine learning.
7

3

Developing Approaches to Shorten Training Time

With the manpower and resources that are needed in the teams to create such advanced
AI, a good question to ask is whether this is possible with fewer resources. The main
reason behind the success-rate of these projects seems to be the immense time they have
put into the training. This is directly connected to the computing power they have at
their disposal and it remains to be seen to which extent this can be done without this
infrastructure.
The number of people who are needed to develop enough material to train an algorithm
by using imitation learning is immense. One needs so much footage of a game, that it
becomes impossible for a smaller team to pull off while the game is in development xxxiii.
While Unity has shown that imitation learning can be done quite successfully, the
complexity of the game is fairly low. The Unity developer shows a racing game where
the player can interact with the game by acceleration, breaking and giving directional
input. The game which is shown has no competitors. Presumably this is due to
unwanted behaviour, if the agent crashes into other competitors because it does not
know what to do in this edge casexxxiv. It seems like the presentation has been simplified
to make the imitation learning look easier. Therefore, reinforced learning seems to be
the better option here.

3.1

Searching for an Entry Point

When training time is so important, there have to be ways to shorten the time needed in
the training to make this method of AI creation feasible for smaller teams. The approach
to have a look at other disciplines of didactic could be the answer. It could be beneficial
to have a look at the way a dog is taught to become house-trained because of the
similarities to reinforcement learning. When a dog gets a treat, it is pretty much like an
algorithm getting a reward.
On the other hand, changing the complexity of the game to a more digestible size could
bring a shortened training time. The reason for this is an easier to grasp task. For this
having a look at the way children learn literacy skills could be a good option. Here, the
children are taught by splitting words into their smallest possible parts: The characters.
The children are introduced to the sound of the characters and then instructed to put
8

these together to words. Children are then able to read texts and later on even books
when they train this skill.

3.2

Determine a Test Environment

To implement and test these theories, a game has to be created. The Unity game
enginexxxv provides the developer with a tool for machine learning, which is called Unity
ML Agentsxxxvi. This eliminates the need for third party tools, which could lead to
problems. Furthermore, Unity is well documented and used by scholars as well as game
developers alike. Therefore, the creation of the game for the test is done with Unity.
In the following, the term player, enemy, knight and monster are used frequently. The
knight as well as the monster are both characters that can be played, so both of them can
be players. The term enemy is always used for the character that is not played for
example: if the player is the knight, the monster is the enemy and vice versa. For the
type of game something easy to understand, yet complex has to be found. The genre
action adventure in its simplest form provides the player with very few variables to have
in mind: The life the player and the enemy have, the attacks a player and the enemy can
perform, and the position of the player and the enemy. Further, the expected goal is
fairly simple. Depending on the depth of combat, killing the enemy is a task that does
not always need a good strategy, but can also be forced. So, the complexity of the game
itself is not very high. In comparison to real time strategy games like StarCraft 2 :
Wings of Liberty, DOTA 2, or Honor of Kings, which have been beaten by AlphaStar,
OpenAI and Tesents AIs, the level of complexity in combat is lower. The traversal in an
adventure game which does not implement the ability to jump is as simple as the
aforementioned examples, and simpler than the traversal in Battelfield 1. Furthermore,
the AI does not have to learn to aim like it would have to in an ego shooter. This
decrease in complexity could allow to shorten the training time even more.
Adventure games are famous for many things: Exploration, tricky puzzles and most
notably their boss fights. Boss fights are supposed to be the peak of the game and a test
of the skills of the player, so most of the time the combat can get quite complex with
different phases and strong AI. Since it is expected to have boss battles in these games,
it is fair to say that this is a really important thing for a development team to get right.
Thus, an adventure game boss fight is a good way for testing the current capabilities of
9

machine learning.
A boss fight does need location where the battle can take place. Therefore, an arena
needs to be built. Then there need to be at least two characters who are capable of
performing movement and combat. The player character should be able to perform
different combinations of attack, so the player has a feeling of skill in the character. So,
a fast attack with three follow ups could be useful. Each hit on its own does not deal
much damage, but when combined they are dealing much damage. Then there should be
a way to do massive damage with the downside of being a slow attack. Therefore a
slow, but strong attack should be implemented. The attack should have a follow up, so
the gameplay gets more interesting. To create a higher tension between the boss and the
player, the player should not be able to run all the time. Hence, a sprint is needed. Then,
since the boss is way more powerful than the player character, there is a need for a
healing option. For even more interesting gameplay the boss should be a bit of a
challenge. Here, different slow attacks with massive damage would be advisable
because slow strong attacks, which are telegraphing the player that an attack is coming
can be countered and thereby feel more fair. To give the boss viable options in the fight,
it can attack frontal, back and around it. Lastly, to surprise the player a second phase
should be implemented where the boss does fight even more furious.

3.3 Defining the Training
The boss training setup is based on the dog training method where basically the rewards
get reduced over time until only the most complex tasks are going to be rewarded (see
Fig. 2). The rewards the algorithm gets should be implemented for everything that can
bring desirable behaviour. These rewards are the movement of the agent, each attack,
killing the enemy, damaging the enemy, and the buff. These rewards can reach zero
when they are performed many times. Damaging and killing the enemy however should
never reach zero, since this is the goal of the game. In the end this is like the technique
used in Battlefield 1, with a higher incentive for the algorithm to perform behaviour that
enables the boss to win in the beginning.
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Fig. 2: Representation of the intended rewards over time from the dog training.

The training for the human character is based on the way children learn literacy skills. It
is similar to curriculum learning but not quite as it is described by Unity. Here, the task
of killing the boss should be split into the smallest possible actions an agent can take in
order to win. While the curriculum learning as intended by Unity would be a training
with increasing difficulty by having the same agent completing one task with increasing
complexityxxxvii. These actions should be trained individually before gradually combined
to finally train the whole task.
The rotation towards the enemy is an action the AI needs to perform to inflict damage
on the enemy. So, a task for rotation should be implemented by rewarding the rotation
towards the enemy while the character is locked in place.
Also, movement is critical for the success of the agent. However, movement can be
fairly complex in 3D space. Rotation, direction, and obstacles which block the way have
to be taken into consideration. Consequently movement needs to be trained in more than
11

one training. The most simple part of movement would be walking straight towards the
enemy, so a training should be set up, where the agent walks up to a static enemy in a
straight line. But since the enemy will not stand still in the game, a training where the
agent has to follow the enemy should be implemented. Here the enemy has to move to
random points in the environment and the agent has to follow it. When the agent has
knowledge of how to follow the enemy, obstacles should be introduced. It should be a
training where the agent has to follow the enemy through a labyrinth of smaller
obstacles which are changing position each time an episode has ended successfully. The
agent should be rewarded for at first reaching the enemy and later on for staying close to
the enemy.
The combat for the knight consists mainly of two kinds of hits. The strong but slow one
and the weak but fast one, and their follow ups. Splitting these into their smallest parts,
one training where the only wanted action is to hit the enemy for each possible
combination should be enough. The agent should be close to the static enemy and only
be rewarded for the right combination of hits.
The movement and the combat then need to be combined to train the real situation. In
this training, the agent is fighting against a moving enemy. This enemy has no way of
dealing damage to the player to encourage a more aggressive behaviour.
Furthermore, being able to evade the attacks of the enemy is crucial to the success of the
agent since the enemy is way stronger than him. The training has to do much with
movement and should be introduced after the agent successfully understood how to
move. A training here would be an enemy, that is following the agent permanently all
while attacking permanently.
When the basics of combat and movement, as well as the advanced trainings have been
completed several times in a row, the agent needs to fight against the enemy in battles
which are taking place in the actual arena. With this, the learned behaviours are tested.
To counter the effect of forgetting between the trainings, which is possible due to the
algorithm overwriting past experiences, multi-agent training should be used. Unity ML
Agents allows for multiple agents to train one brain. So, when the agents successfully
trained one training, a new agent has to be generated to train in the next training. To test,
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if the training was successful, the agent has to perform the wanted action several times
in a row.
To be able to navigate the arena and kill the enemy, the agent needs sufficient
information about its surroundings. For this a ray cast based vision should be
implemented, where the agent can get information about objects that have been hit by
the ray cast. The agent needs to know the distance from each object surrounding it and
its own position and rotation to be able to move without running into walls all the time.
Additionally, the agent needs to know some information about its opponent.
The enemy life points are important when rewarding combat. The act of hitting the
enemy, paired with the loss of health of the enemy, can give an explanation to the agent
about what is expected of it. The life points of the agent are important because the agent
needs to be able to see if it is safe to act or to better stay away from the enemy. This
encourages more strategic behaviour.
The angle towards the enemy, the distance, and the position of the enemy are important
for the agent to be able to find the enemy. Furthermore, the view direction of the enemy
is interesting, because it can lead to the ability of safe attacks when the enemy is
looking the other way.
Additionally, the kind of attack that is going to be done by both the enemy and the agent
is important info. With this information the agent can learn what attack of the enemy is
dangerous and what attack is best to be performed by the agent.
Theoretically, this can give an advantage in the learning rate of the agent and thereby
reduce training time. Which would make this option viable for smaller teams by
reducing cost, since the programmers can be used elsewhere.
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4

Implementation

The version of Unity that is used is 2019.2.18f1. It allows for the used ML Agents
Toolkit version 0.13 and provides the developers with a wide variety of features. The
game was programmed by Torben Borghoff and the graphics were provided by Daniel
Schellhaas.

Fig. 3: The final layout of the arena.

The battlefield for the game is a small arena consisting of a field with some stones and
three obstacles (see Fig.3). Every object that would change the height of the character if
stepped on is surrounded by a collision, so the AI does not have the opportunity to use
this for their advantage. However, there is one exception to the stairs where the knight
starts on. It is built like a tunnel.

4.1

Implementing the Game

The knight has the ability to use two different kinds of hits: One is a slow but hard hit
with another hit that can be triggered by pressing the same button for the second time,
the other one is a fast, but weaker hit where the player can trigger up to three following
attacks when he is currently performing one of the attacks. These attacks are set up to
use the stamina of the character. Additionally, there is the option to sprint as well as the
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ability to dodge an attack by rolling in any direction. This also uses up the stamina of
the player. When the stamina of the character is depleted, he can no longer use abilities
that use stamina. The stamina is refilled after a certain amount of time, depending on the
stamina being more than zero (0.8 seconds) or zero (1.5 seconds). Furthermore, the
knight has the ability to heal for up to four times and move in any direction horizontally.
The monster character has a wider variety of attacks and a buff which unlocks other,
stronger attacks. It has a light attack which has one follow up, a heavy attack, an area of
effect attack, and a back attack when not buffed. When it is buffed, the attacks change to
a running attack, a hard attack, a light attack with a follow up and again an area of effect
attack. Like the knight, this character has the ability to move horizontally, but without
the sprint.
The game relies heavily on animations for the combat and movement to work. The
animations can not be cancelled once they have started. This does not allow weird
behaviour to occur while in animation. The movement and the rotation are stopped
while other animations than the idle and movement animations are played. The
animations (for example the light attack animation) are started by button presses,
registered through Unity's latest input system. Further, the function sets a bool for the
deactivation of the input. A manager script is set up in a way that it calls actions, once a
button is pushed.
To allow the player to jump in at any point of the game and take control, the controls
manager is spawned in when a button is pressed. This allows the players to take control
of both characters. When a player joined the game, the actions get registered inside the
characters player script and the actions of the machine learning agent get unregistered.
For better timing, the logic behind the actions are based on events called through the
animations. An event is used to activate invincibility when the buff and the dodge is
performed. Another event resets the animation so it is not played over and over. This is
due to an old version of the input lock where the bools triggering the animations was
used to find out, if the character is in an animation. Additionally, there is an event for
the activation of the colliders which are used for hit detection.
For the hit detection, a box collider with a script is attached to the bones of the character
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and when a collision occurs, the other game object is searched for a hit box script,
which then calls an action on the player script to induce damage. Then all active
colliders get deactivated in order to disable multiple damages by one attack.
Each of the two characters has a script inheriting from the player script. This script
handles everything player specific like health, stamina, movement, non character
specific animations, rotation, when the agent gets reset, and the update of the UI
elements. Furthermore inheriting from the script, it allows for character specific
functions like the block, which reduces the amount of damage that can be taken.
Vector2 leftStick = Vector2.zero;
if (m_ControlsManager)
{
leftStick = m_ControlsManager.GetLeftStick();
}
else
{
leftStick = m_AgentLeftStick;
}
if (!m_CameraIsLocked)
{
if (leftStick.magnitude > m_GamePadDeadZone ||
leftStick.magnitude < -m_GamePadDeadZone)
{
m_LeftStickIsMoved = true;
m_AnimatorController.SetFloat("Speed_Input_Z",
leftStick.magnitude * m_MagnitudeMultiplier);
}
//[...]
}
else
{
if (leftStick.magnitude > m_GamePadDeadZone ||
leftStick.magnitude < -m_GamePadDeadZone)
{
m_LeftStickIsMoved = true;
m_AnimatorController.SetFloat("Speed_Input_X", leftStick.x *
m_MagnitudeMultiplier);
m_AnimatorController.SetFloat("Speed_Input_Z", leftStick.y *
m_MagnitudeMultiplier);
}

Code 1: Script for the speed of the knight.

A problem that has to be taken into consideration is the different controls of the
movement for the player and the agent. For the player it is realised by taking the
Vector2 an analogue stick provides and split it into rotation and speed. This allows the
agent to directly control the movement with two actions. However, since the actions
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produce a value between zero and one, the actions have to be doubled and subtracted by
one. The value created by the controller, or the actions if they are active, are then
converted into a magnitude and then given to the animation controller, which does move
the player with a root animation. This approach was taken due to the animations and its
speeds being changed by the artist over the course of the development which would
have had the consequence of adjustments to the movement speed every time a new
animation would be ready. The knight character does have a slight variation on the
movement, since he can lock the camera to the enemy (see Code 1).
Vector2 leftStick = Vector2.zero;
if (m_ControlsManager)
{
leftStick = m_ControlsManager.GetLeftStick();
}
else
{
leftStick = m_AgentLeftStick;
}
if (leftStick.magnitude > m_GamePadDeadZone || leftStick.magnitude <
-m_GamePadDeadZone)
{
float stickAngle = (Mathf.Atan2(Vector2.zero.y - leftStick.y,
Vector2.zero.x + leftStick.x) * 180 / Mathf.PI) + 90;
if (leftStick == m_AgentLeftStick)
{
this.gameObject.transform.rotation =
Quaternion.Lerp(this.gameObject.transform.rotation,
Quaternion.Euler(0, stickAngle , 0), 10 *
Time.deltaTime);
}
else
{
this.gameObject.transform.rotation = Quaternion.Lerp
(this.gameObject.transform.rotation, Quaternion.Euler(0,
stickAngle + m_CameraActions.gameObject.transform.
rotation.eulerAngles.y, 0), 10 * Time.deltaTime);
}
}

Code 2: Script for the rotation of the knight.

4.2

Implementation of the Agents

The rotation is calculated depending on who the controlling party is. When an agent has
control over the character, the rotation of it is calculated relative to the rotation of itself.
When the character is controlled by a player, the rotation is calculated relative to the
camera rotation (see Code 2). This is due to the agent not controlling the camera
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rotation, because this would add a new layer of complexity to the controls which is not
wanted because it would be harder to learn.
The agent itself is built to mimic the use of a controller. With this, it is easier to
implement the controls of the agent since the player script is built in a way which allows
for players to use controllers. The button presses are simulated by checking if the output
of the action is higher than 0 and by setting a bool accordingly. The bool itself is
checked for a change of state, so a release and a push can be detected. The beforehand
registered actions are then triggered when the bool changes its state.
The agents total of 69 observations mostly consist of normalised values for the different
game states. Most of them are updated by 50 continuously performed ray casts which
allow the agent to see in the world (see Fig.4). To save performance the ray cast view
gets updated only in the fixed update. When a ray hits a wall, the distance is divided by
the maximum length of the ray and then added to the observations of the agent. When a
ray hits an enemy however, the enemy related observations get updated. This includes
the life of the enemy, which attack the enemy does, its position, rotation and the
distance to the agent as well as the view direction of the enemy compared to the view
direction of the agent and if the enemy is buffed.

Fig. 4: Visual representation of the ray cast view. The green lines collide with the environment, while the
red lines indicate that an enemy is found. The white sphere shows the last known position of the enemy.

Sometimes rewards have to be applied when something is done from within the player
script. So, some of the rewards are called through actions. This includes rewards like
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combat and killing the enemy. Other rewards are based on the observations made by the
ray cast visions. This includes the reward for a small angle of the agent towards the
enemy.
Unity Machine Learning Agents Toolkit differentiates if an agent was successful by
checking if an agent is Done(), or if the agent has to be reset because of different causes
like reaching the maximum steps. This is important for the trainings because the
successes are counted. So, every time an agent has successfully reached the goal of its
task, it is set to Done().
Additionally a UI element which shows the inputs of the agent is implemented. The UI
element shows a controller which is showing the used buttons in red colour and the
unused ones in white. These buttons are controlled by the agent. Furthermore, the
movement of the left stick is shown by a red movement stick which is moved according
to the values the agent produces for the stick movement.

4.3

Implementation of the Dogs House Training Method

The dog training method takes place in the arena of the final game. In this training the
agent is controlling the monster character. For the AI to have a training partner a small
traditional AI is implemented to control the knight. He is built in a way that he always
follows the monster while hitting every 0.2 to 5 seconds. This time frame has been
chosen to allow the AI to try different attacks, but not having it spam out attacks to
encourage behaviour which strategically weighs which action to perform next. This
allows the agent to learn the basics of the game, all while the difficulty is relatively low.
The agent normally took about 4,000 steps to reach the goal when testing the training.
So, in order to give some room for failure the agents get reset after a period of 5,000
steps, or when the agent is marked as Done(). The monster and the knight get set to their
starting position as soon as they are reset. Also, they have their life and in case of the
knight their stamina replenished.
To implement the reduction of rewards within the dog training, a fixed amount of the
reward gets taken away every time the reward is applied. These amounts vary for each
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task. This was implemented because of the estimated usefulness to achieving the goal.
The rewards are gradually reduced to zero with the exception of killing the enemy,
which is always one, buffing which is never below 0.01 and the reward for damaging
the enemy has a minimum of 0.2. Rewards for movement are reduced by 0.0001 every
time movement is performed because of the high number of times it is performed.
Damage however is reduced by the same amount, while it is not performed as often.
This is to incentivise aggressive behaviour in the agent. The success of buffing is
reduced by 0.001, which is ten times the reduction of the damage and movement. It was
implemented in this way, to encourage buffing but not having the buff taking place in
the beginning of the game. Lastly, all attacks do get reduced by 0.001 until reaching
zero. This is to increase the variety of attacks the character uses.
The monster managed to kill the knight quite frequently when testing this version of the
training. Therefore, the part where the training should be set up in a way that every now
and then the agent was shown the goal by making the opponent drastically weaker, so
that a victory is assured, has become obsolete.

4.4

Implementation of the Literacy Skill Training

Since the literacy skill training is based on the idea of splitting the goal of the game into
the smallest possible tasks, the environment has to be created in a way that allows
different tasks to be performed. The training ground is split up into a total of thirteen
small training grounds the agent has to complete before reaching the final arena layout
at the end of the training (see Fig.5).

The rewards for the training have to be

specifically tailored towards the training it receives, so the rewards are coded in a way,
that only gives rewards when an action is performed that is desired by the training. All
names are stored in an enum and giving the reward is enclosed in a simple if statement.
The training grounds do spawn the agents when a training is completed 50 times in a
row. Unity supports the teaching of multiple agents in one scene but it remains to be
seen how well this works when the agent has to perform different tasks. A counter for
each time the agent is marked as Done() is implemented. It counts each task
individually by only counting one active task at a time. The spawning for the task is
done by a script attached to the training ground game object. It contains the agent and
the player it has to control as well as the wanted task. When the agent is spawned, the
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task is given to the agent and it starts to learn. In order to prevent the agent from
forgetting the learned behaviours, the agents never get destroyed and learn until the
learning is finished or interrupted. Since Unity ML Agents Toolkit does not support
changing observations at runtime, all observations are active all the time. Furthermore,
to avoid the agent from learning that certain actions do nothing all actions are active.

Fig. 5: Layout of the literacy skill training. Blue training grounds have a nav mesh component for the path
finding of the traditional AI . The yellow circles show the position of the knight (red) and the monster
(blue).

For the rotation training, the agent has to be fixed in position and be able to rotate
towards the enemy. Therefore, the agent is surrounded by blocks that hinder it on
changing its position. The agent is then rotated to a random rotation and the position and
the life of the agent and the enemy get replenished every time it is reset which either
happens, when the agent has been in a 10° to -10° angle towards the enemy for 1,000
steps and has been marked as Done(), or the agent has reached the maximum of 5,000
steps. The 10° to -10° are to teach the agent to look into the general direction of the
enemy and not run past it. Overall every agent gets reset when reaching a total of 5,000
steps. This should be enough to complete any training with a small margin for error.
When the rotation is learned, the next agent is spawned for the first movement training.
Here, the agent trains to learn to walk in a straight line. For this, the agent gets a reward
of one when it is four metres away from the enemy. Also, the same reward as in the
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rotation is given. Then the agent gets marked as Done() and by that gets reset to its
starting position. Furthermore on a reset, the agent gets rotated to a random rotation.
Next is the second movement, where the agent learns how to follow an enemy. The
enemy gets a small AI that sends it to predefined spots randomly. Every minute the
enemy gets a new point to go to. A 0.001 reward is given over time, when the agent is
four meters away from the enemy. Also, the same reward as in the rotation is given.
When the cumulative reward reaches one, the next training starts, which is navigation.
To have the agent realise how to navigate, it is thrown into a maze that changes its
alignment every time the agent gets reset. This maze is built unlike the training ground
to give the agent a general understanding of how to navigate. The changing maze is set
up in a way that the 61 obstacles in the maze are in a total of seven groups (see Fig.5
NAVIGATION the small yellow lines). These groups get rotated by a random amount
when the agents get reset. Within this maze, an enemy walks to different points just like
in the navigation training. The agent gets rewarded for the rotation and it was planned to
have a reward for being close to the enemy. Reaching a cumulative reward of one from
being close should have reset the agent. However this was not implemented due to a
mistake that was made. Without the reset of the agent, it could only ever reach this point
since it can not go on with the training because of the counter never reaching the 50

public System.Action m_RewardCombat;
// [...]
public void OnPlayerHitsEnemy(Collider other)
{
if (other.GetComponent<HitPoint>())
{
other.GetComponent<HitPoint>().OnHit(GetPlayerCurrentWeaponDamage());
m_RewardCombat();
}
}

Code 3: Code for the reward functions in the player script. The action is set by the agents script.

repetitions in a row.
When completing the navigation task, the agent is spawned in the first combat training
for the light attack followed by the light attack follow up, the light attack follow up two,
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the light attack final blow, the heavy attack, the heavy attack final blow and the running
attack in this order. These trainings are very similar, since they teach the same concept.
For each hit, the right attack gives the agent a reward of one. Every other attack
performed successfully gives the agent a reward of 0.2. The rewards are called by an
action within the player actions script within the OnPlayerHitsEnemy (see Code 3)
function. The agent and the enemy are positioned close to each other, so the agent does
not have to use any form of movement to successfully hit the enemy. There is one
exception however for the running attack. Here the agent has to perform movement and
a hit at the same time. The agent is positioned in a certain distance to the enemy. This is
to teach the agent that running attacks can be done when being far away from the
enemy. The agent gets marked as Done() and reset when the enemy dies. Additionally, it
gets an additional reward of one. The enemy is stationary and can not defend itself in
any way. This is made, to encourage the agent to develop a more aggressive behaviour.
A big part of combat is evasion. For this, a moving immortal enemy follows the player
and attacks it randomly every 0.2 to 5 seconds. The agent does have the ability to see
which attack is performed by the enemy with the help of the ray cast view. The agent is
slower than the enemy, but has the ability to dodge an attack. For each second the agent
survives, it gets a reward of 0.01 until the cumulative reward of this task reaches one.
Then the agent is marked as Done() and thereby reset.
The last thing to learn before letting the agent train the full combat is combat on a
moving agent. This is done by having an enemy which can not attack moving to random
points in the arena. The agent gets a reward of one for killing and hitting the enemy,
since every other behaviour should be learned by now. Every time the agent kills the
enemy and the agent gets marked as Done() and reset.
Finally, the agent gets spawned in the arena. Here, the agent is competing against the AI
under circumstances, which are as close to the final game, as the can get without writing
a sophisticated AI for the enemy. To keep the workload low, the agent competes against
an AI that walks towards it and attacks randomly every 0.2 to 5 seconds. The agent gets
a reward of one for killing the enemy and gets reset when the enemy or the agent is
dead.
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4.5

Hyper Parameters

Since both trainings do have the same observations and number of actions, the hyper
parameters which are used for the training are the same. The used training method is
soft actor critic, since it needs less samples in comparison to the proximal policy
optimisation and gives the teacher the ability to activate intrinsic exploration for the
agent as well as learning through experience, which gives a higher chance of tactical
behaviour.
The agent has a continuous action space, in which case the batch size should be set to a
large value above 1,000 to have a decent number of experiences to update the
parameters of the model. However, when testing the learning machines capabilities, the
batch size had to be set from 1,024 to 512 because otherwise the Intel core i7 6700k
would have had a permanent usage of 100% which caused the training to be unstable.
So the usage was only 86% over the training time.
The buffer size is set to 100,000 to give the agent a large buffer to draw experiences
from. The buffer can be filled by increasing the buffer init steps. This value was left
untouched at 0.
For the agent to be able to connect the observations to the actions, the number of hidden
units for the layers in the neural network should be high. Here again the number was set
from 1,024 to 512 because of CPU usage. However, this amount is still fairly large
when compared to the typical range of 32 to 512 units.
A high initial entropy coefficient does incentivise the agent to explore by giving the
agent an entropy reward. This reward is adjusted over time, so the exploration due to the
initial entropy coefficient only affects the beginning of the training. Since a low initial
entropy coefficient may help the agent to faster come to a conclusion, the parameter was
therefore set to 0.6.
To increase stability, the learning rate was set to 1.0e-4 and the learning rate schedule is
set to constant like it is advised. The maximum steps for the trainings is set to
5,000,000.0e5, so the agent has plenty of time to learn. Due to time constraints the
training is ended manually with 7,540,000 and later 12,680,000 steps for the monster
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and due to a slower training 5,200,000 for the knight. For the agent to have a decent
amount of information has to fulfil the task successfully, the memory size is set to 256.
Since most of the observations are normalised anyway, the parameter for normalisation
is set to false and the number of updates for the batches is left at 1 since it is for the
imitation of other trainings from different papers. Also, the visual encode type was set to
false, because the agent does not have any visual observations.
The game is changing the state of the world fairly slowly and a high train interval
reduces the workload on the computer because it changes the frequency in which
training events are called. Therefore the train interval is set to 5.
Another parameter which has fallen prey to the computing power of the CPU is the
number of layers. The higher the number, the more complex of a problem the agent can
take on, but also the higher the number of hidden units and therefore the number of
computations per training step. Therefore, the number of layers parameter is set to two.
After a few times of testing, the approximated number of steps taken before an episode
ends was at 1,024. So, the time horizon was set to that value. To successfully complete a
task the agent does not have to remember many things. But later in the trainings,
memory becomes more and more useful, so the sequence length has been set to 64. To
use the memory, the recurrent neural network features are set to true. Tau is left at
0.005, since the problem is quite complexxxxviii.
The agent can use a sort of curiosity, to explore more different behaviours, so the
parameters for this were set. All parameters of the reward signals were left as standard
parameters. The extrinsic has a strength of 1.0 and a gamma of 0.99. The curiosity
reward has a strength of 0.02, gamma of 0.99 and encoding size of 256xxxix.
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5

Results and Evaluation

To evaluate the brains produced by the training a look at their capabilities is taken. They
are tested by letting them fight against a static enemy which is not controlled at all and
has no capability of fighting back, then they are fighting against a player to determine
what actions are taken when there is no reaction at all and when there is a tactical
approach. Then there are tests for each situation the agent can encounter by testing the
reaction to each type of attack being done continuously to see what the agent does with
that. Here only an objective point of view is taken, so only the behaviour itself is rated
by having a look at the reactions done by the agent is tested. Additionally, the training is
evaluated by analysing the statistics provided by TensorBoard.

5.1

The Brain of the Knight

The knight has trained for 5,200,000 steps and learned the following behaviour, which
is always the same for every time the brain is tested: The knight rolls to the front
direction first. The knight rotates around 45° to the left and starts sprinting as soon as
the roll is completed,. Then, the knight sprints in a straight line into the next wall while
performing a run attack two times. The knight keeps walking into this wall indefinitely.
When changing the start position the brain changes the behaviour by exchanging the
two run attacks with three heals and one run attack. Furthermore the sprint is not active
at all times. This is unlike when being at the standard start position. Rotating and
repositioning the player 15 times reveals that the knight does not always rotate left, but
it seems like it rotates towards a certain point in the world. Here it does not matter, if the
enemy is there or not. The brain was then tested by having it walk on a platform for half
an hour. In this time the brain never changed direction.
Thus it seems like the brain learned to rotate to a orientation. This might have been due
to the enemy being static while training. So, the agent did not learn to rotate towards the
enemy, but learned that it only needed to rotate in a certain direction. This could have
been circumvented by having the enemy move in circles with random directions while
in training.
When fighting the brain with the monster character the knights brain does not react to
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any kind of interaction at all. The brain has been attacked, pushed, defeated, and
interrupted and there was no reaction at all. This is not surprising since the agent has not
learned how to interact with the enemy. This is due to it never been in a training where
the AI has interacted with the agent.
The sprint was probably learned because the agent is faster at completing the task of
getting to the enemy when in the movement training. Theoretically it would be best,
when the reset time is always the same in this training or disabling the sprint actions,
but that could lead to the agent not learning the right actions.
Using the run attack seems to correlate to the movement training. Since all actions are
available for the agent in all the trainings. This is done in order to keep the agent from
learning to do nothing with the unused actions. The run attack was probably used to
gain a higher reward. Since the agent is rewarded for killing the enemy in every
training. So, it could be advisable to disable the actions, or the rewards. Also, healing
seems to be an action, that the agent simply does not understand what to do with since
up until the last possible training it was impossible to take damage for the agent. The
highest probability of success seems to be disabling the actions by making them
unregistered since the agent is using curiosity and thereby should be able to learn to use
unused parameters later.
Additionally, the agent was set up to make decisions continuously. It could be advisable
to build the agent to only make decisions when it has been done with an action. This
could lead to more consistent behaviours since the agent does not make decisions which
are basically not doing anything and disturb the learning process.

Fig. 6: Cumulative reward gained by all agents
training the knight in the literacy training over time.
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Unity Machine Learning Agents provides the teachers with TensorBoard to have a better
look at the training. The graphs are smoothed by 0.6 to make them comprehensible. The
rewards of the agents can be seen in figure 6. The first big spike in the graph indicates
that the first training went quite successful, and was completed in below 500,000 steps.
The other spike around the 2,000,000 mark indicates that a second training was done.
Around 4,500,000 the third training should have been done theoretically.

Fig. 7: Episode length over time for the knight literacy
training.

This becomes clearer when a look at the episode length is taken (see Fig. 7). Here the
episode length dips when reaching 2,000,000 steps and comes to a hold when reaching
4,500,000. This further indicates that the agent has come to a conclusion for the
underlying problem at that time.

Fig. 9: Curiosity Forward Loss for the knight
literacy training.

Fig. 8: Curiosity Inverse Loss for the knight
literacy training.
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Fig. 10: Policy Loss for the knight literacy training. Fig. 11: Value Loss for the knight literacy training.

A look at the loss functions (see Fig. 9 – 11) shows that at the time the third training was
reached the errors of the agent have managed to become quite low. A small bump is
again around the 2,000,000 mark and the 4,500,000 mark. However, this may not be
good since it is expected to be a much higher value every time an agent is spawned. It is
not clear, that the agent truly understood what it is meant to do.

Fig. 12: Curiosity Reward for the knight literacy training.

The curiosity function was used heavily when the agent approximately reached the
second training. As well as in the beginning. This indicates that it could be best to use
the capability of the agent to add functionality to the agent in runtime. When curiosity is
used by the agent to cope with the problem anyhow, then the agent can have certain
inputs removed and added for each training individually.
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Fig. 13: Extrinsic Reward of the knight literacy
training.

Fig. 14: Entropy of the knight literacy training.

The entropy of the agent is going down over time (see Fig. 14) while the extrinsic
rewards are distributed fairly even until a training seems to be done (see Fig. 13). This
indicates a good training progress since the actions of the agent get less random over
time. The decreasing rate got down when the agent reached a new training, but got
better around the time the third training has begun.

Fig. 15: Curiosity Value Estimate of the knight
literacy training.

Fig. 16: Extrinsic Value Estimate of the knight
literacy training.

However, the value estimate for the training is going down, and nearly reaches zero at
times. This value should increase over time to define the training a success xl. The
decline could be explained with the trainings giving the agent new objectives and the
extrinsic rewards seldom above one. So this does not automatically mean that the
training was unsuccessful.
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Overall the agent has learned the specific tasks in a fast way, compared to the time
bigger companies invested in calculation time. However the value of repeating the task
successfully 50 times in a row could be too high which encourages overfitting.
Furthermore the trainings seem to need to be reworked at some points to better train the
agent. The rotation training could be more successful when the enemy is spawned at
random points around the map, or if it moves. The biggest problems here is the design
of the tasks which the agent had to complete, the high amount of actions the agent has to
take and the relatively low training time.

5.2

The Brain of the Monster

In the test where the monster brain with the 7,540,000 learning steps is left alone it is
occasionally doing attacks and rotates seemingly at random. After an attack it rotates in
a stuttering manner. Smooth rotation was not learned and the attacks did not seem to
have any purpose whatsoever. So it seems like the brain has learned to not move when
left alone.
When confronted with a player, it seems like the brain starts to rotate towards the player
when performing the light attack and its follow up attack and away from the player
when performing the heavy attack, the back attack, and the area of effect attack. The
buff is performed by the brain without a clear direction. These attacks are performed,in
no particular order even if the player is standing next to the monster. Assuming the
rotation of the attacks is not random, the brain has successfully learned to rotate before
an attack to better hit the enemy. The heavy attack is basically a leap forward. It is
entirely possible that the agent has learned that the heavy attack is a way of movement
or a way to evade the enemies attacks since it has not learned any other means of
movement.
Testing the monster brain with 12,680,000 learning steps it does the area of effect attack
in the beginning, rotates a few degrees, and then stands still. It seems like it has
basically refined what it has learned in the learning steps before by not moving at all
when left alone.
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On the other hand, when the player comes into a line of sight, the brain starts to attack,
but not to move. Furthermore it does not do the buff any more and has now forgotten
how to rotate towards or away from the player when performing attacks.
The waiting for the player can be due to a fundamental flaw within the design of the
training: The enemy is built solely to attack the monster and walks straight to it every
time the training gets reset. There is simply no need to move when everything comes
towards it. But building a fully fledged traditional AI for the training would mean that
the same time could have been invested in other more time consuming training methods
or the creation of an AI for the monster by traditional means.
TensorBoard has some issues with loading after interrupting training. So, some of the
statistics can not be read well. Anyhow, these statistics can still give some insight on
how well the agent was learning. The end of the statistics is the small dot around the
5,000,000 mark. The straight line from the end to the beginning can be ignored, since it
has no value, but signals the reset of the training from 7,540,000 steps to zero steps.
The cumulative reward shows that the agent was doing reasonably well before the
training was interrupted manually (see Fig. 17). After that, the agent seems to have had
a reset of some kind. This can have many reasons one of them being the inner workings
of the Unity Machine Learning Toolkit when loading a training. Another reason could
be that the agent was stuck on the things it has learned before the interruption since it
has a steep drop right before the break.

Fig. 17: Cumulative Reward for the monster dog training.
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The episode length (see Fig. 18) further supports this assumption by having roughly the
same shape. The small bow upwards near the end (the small point at 5,000,000) shows
an increase in the learning, but it can not clearly be said if this has anything to do with
the reset.

Fig. 18: Episode Length of the monster dog training

Fig. 19: Curiosity Forward Loss for the monster
dog training.

Fig. 20: Curiosity Inverse Loss for the monster dog
training.

Fig. 22: Policy Loss for the monster dog training.

Fig. 21: Value Loss for the monster dog training.
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The loss functions show that the errors of the algorithm were resetting when the training
was interrupted. Furthermore it shows that the training was quite difficult for the
algorithm to figure out.

Fig. 23: Curiosity Reward for the monster dog training.

The spikes between the 5,000,000 and the 7,000,000 mark show a high amount of
experimental phases in the time the reward was the highest. Here the algorithm seems to
have tried many different things to increase the reward. One can assume that the amount
of rewards correlates with the rewards taken from the algorithm by the training. As soon
as something has been taken away, the algorithm tries to cope with that by adding
curiosity. It is possible that the learning was negatively influenced by this.

Fig. 24: Curiosity Inverse Loss for the monster dog
training.
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The randomness of the decision making is really high. While it was in decline up until
the 5,000,000 mark the curiosity has driven the entropy up by quite a margin. It is safe
to assume that the agent did not train well at this point. This may be because of the high
complexity of the task since the algorithm had to learn the whole game at once. It could
be that a longer training session helps with this problem.

Fig. 25: Curiosity Value Estimate of the monster dog Fig. 26: Extrinsic Value Estimate of the monster
training.
dog training.

With the exception of the spikes, there is no visible increase of the value estimate. This
further emphasizes the assumption of the agent not learning well.
Overall the training was unsuccessful. The resulting brain is not reacting to an enemy
being close or far away. The only non random reaction is when the agent waits for the
enemy to be in sight before attacking and using the buff. More time in training could
possibly be enough to counter this problem, but it is unclear how much more time the
algorithm needs to successfully learn the game.

5.3

Comparison of the Brains

When comparing the results of the two trainings the dog training is superior in usability,
since it at least reacts to the enemy in some way. However, the reactions seem random,
other than the literacy-skill training, where the predictability of the outcome of the
training is at least higher than predictability in the dog training. It does very specific
things and it is imaginable that by completing the full training the AI will have a good
usability for the game and maybe even spark some engagement within the player.
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Both trainings would need some refinement before they can be used in professional
game development. With the literacy-skill training being a bit more predictable in its
outcome. The results and the analysis of the given scenario suggest that with enough
effort machine learning could be used to great effect in the industry.
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6

Outlook and Future Work

The literacy-skill training has to be reworked in a way that better suits the needs of the
desired behaviour. Training with better suited environments for each task, like a
reworked rotation training where the enemy walks, or it has random spawn positions,
seems like a promising start. Furthermore, spawning the agents in phases instead of
spawning one after the other can help with overfitting, since overall the training time
could be reduced by that. It remains to be tested what this approach can achieve with
more training time.
The dog training on the other hand seems to be more random in its outcome. The
decreasing rewards seem to trigger a higher curiosity within the algorithm, which can be
used for experimental AI where weird behaviour is wanted or to give the algorithm a
little push in another direction, when it learns something that is unwanted. It could be
used in collaboration with a testing mechanism that sees if the behaviour the agent
learns is desired.
Both brains could profit from a way to smooth the output they produce. Especially when
having the movement and rotation in mind, which seems to be stuttering at times.
Furthermore, a way to manually connect the observations to the actions could help with
the training. Some observations like the angle towards the player are only linked to the
actions that are reserved for the movement and rotation for example. This could
improve the usability of machine learning overall1.

1

Annotation: Due to the main problem seemingly being a shortage of training
time, a new training session will be done after the submission of this thesis.
Furthermore,

the

result

will

be

published

borghoff.com/mlbf-postface/.
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Abstract
In this paper two approaches for the teaching of machine learning algorithms are
discussed and interpreted for the use with Unity Machine Learning on the example of
Super Mario 64. This paper is mainly written with the development of game AI in mind,
but is also discussing general approaches to machine teaching. Also, this paper is
written for people who already know how to utilize machine learning algorithms.
Additionally some problems of machine learning are addressed. The beauty of the AI,
referring to the movement and general behaviour of the AI when being controlled by an
machine learning algorithm. Also, the predictability of the machine learning outcome,
referring to the way an AI behaves when not being specifically programmed.
Furthermore, the difficulty of the AI is addressed, referring to the actions per minute
with which some algorithms outperform players.
For this, a look at three different projects and how they cope with the different problems
they have faced when teaching the algorithms is taken. Namely these projects are
DeepMind's AlphaStar for StarCraft II : Wings of Liberty, MarI/O for Super Mario
World and MariFlow for Super Mario Cart.
The approaches of teaching a dog to be house-trained and the way of teaching a child
literary-skills are analysed and reduced to their most basic methods of teaching. The
approaches are then described and translated with the example stated above.
Moreover, the findings of the translation of these approaches are compared to each
other.
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1. Introduction
Machine learning is a topic that has interesting "applications in many industries" i. News
sites like "MIT News" ii, "AI Weekly"

iii

and "NewScientist"

iv

frequently report about

the possibilities this technology provides. The rise in machine learning dependent job
listings also shows the importance of this topic for industrial use (see Fig. 1). There are
several applications already in development. For example machine learning algorithms
are trained to "identify distant galaxies" v, "recognise and fake images"

vi

and to "play

video games" vii.

Fig. 1: Increase of joblistings with machine learning in comparison to
other AI related fields.

Playing video games is an interesting case where the AI often gets tested by interacting
with real persons that are specifically good in the game. This posts a challenge for the
developers to get the AI to acquire something of an ability to develop and follow
through strategies viii.
Furthermore, there are efforts to use machine learning for the creation of AI that can be
beaten by the players when playing a video game and to save AI development costs.
Unity is currently developing tools for the creation of such an AI ix.
Creating the environment for the teaching of a machine learning algorithm requires a
good "selection of hyper-parameters" x and rewards. This can also be translated into the
way selected to teach the algorithm. Teaching an algorithm to "be reliable and deliver
consistently solid results"

xi

still poses a challenge to this day. In the beginning a

machine learning model is like an empty mind. There are no biasses nor instincts. All
1

the model will learn has to be specified by the parameters that are presented to it.
Additionally, the outcome of the machine learning process is not predictable. It can
learn what is expected, but can also fail by overfitting or underfitting

xii

which leads to

unexpected results.

Fig. 2: Changing the outcome of an image recognition algorithm by adding a small amount of noise.

Thus, to mitigate this problem, this paper will take a look at different real life examples
of teaching and deduct teaching strategies for optimisation of the machine teaching
process in order to enhance the probability of generating wanted results in machine
learning for video games.
A few years ago a shift in paradigms has taken place with a paper suggesting shifting
from making the algorithms better in performance to making the teaching of these
algorithms more accessible

xiii

. A question to ask here is: is making the teaching more

accessible enough, or would it be better to expand this mindset by the thought of how to
teach algorithms with the help of other proven methods taken from real life examples?
The examples discussed in this paper for this are how dogs learn to be house-trained and
how children learn literacy skills. Furthermore, approaches for the training of machine
learning algorithms are deduced from these examples. Also, this paper tries to find the
problems machine learning provides by using conventional machine teaching
techniques.

1.1 What is machine learning and machine teaching
Machine learning is an application with the ability of learning and self improvement by
accessing data, learning to interpret it, and act accordingly without being programmed
by a person xiv.
2

Until 2017, the paradigm for building a machine learning is basically "about
performance modelling and optimization of the learning algorithm and network
architecture"

xv

. This means that the advances in machine learning are more about

learning than about teaching. In 2017 researchers at Microsoft published a paper about
"Machine Teaching"

xvi

and established this relatively new concept. In easy words:

Machine Teaching is the focus on the efficiency of the developer, and the reliability of
creating the same behaviour in the model created by the machine learning algorithm xii.

1.2 Why training a dog is a bad example
A problem that could be faced while testing any deduced approach from training a dog
is the absence of an instinct or innate behaviour by the algorithm. Innate behaviour is a
demeanour that is triggered by all members of a species when a certain stimulus
happens. Instinct however, is when an animal performs a specific action for the first
time it experiences a certain stimulus. An example for this can be nest building activities
of birds

xvii

. A machine learning algorithm does not have such behaviours and has to be

trained from the ground up.
Also, as a dog gets trained, there is a constant way of improving the learning strategies
with the dogs problems of each session in mind. The teacher can improve the
curriculum for the dog instantaneously, while when training a machine learning
algorithm, there can only be corrections when the training is stopped. Since the training
mostly can consist of more than a few hundred or even thousand cycles, adapting in the
way a human to student (in this case a dog) does is not really an option. This is more of
an overall problem but has to be considered.

1.3 Why training a dog is a good example
There are many ways to train dogs, but there is one that is specifically close to the way a
machine algorithm works with reinforced learning. Operand conditioning is a certain
way of reinforcing good behaviour with a reward like a dog biscuit xviii. This is similar to
the way reward functions work, where a machine learning algorithm gets rewarded
positively for reaching a certain value in the observations.
Furthermore, very much like the relationship between a human and a dog, the
communication between the machine and the developer is mainly through the rewards.

3

1.4 Why learning literacy skills is a bad example
This method of teaching requires previous knowledge of the spoken language in some
form. Hence, a way of communicating has to be established prior to learning literacy
skills. A machine learning algorithm however starts out with no knowledge about the
task it has to perform at all. Which makes this a significant problem.
Like with training dogs, a problem can be that the teacher has the ability to constantly
correct unwanted behaviours, which is simply not possible with machine learning.

1.5 Why learning literary language is a good example
Learning literacy skills is a good fit for the training of a machine learning AI because of
the relatively small actions that can be combined to a complex system. While at first the
child is only able to read characters, it is later able to combine the knowledge of the
characters to greater texts. This reflects the learning of playing a video game in many
ways. While at first the player is confronted with the controlling of the character in the
most basic fashion, like running and jumping in "Super Mario World"

xix

. This can be

seen as the act of reading characters in a word. Then, the player is confronted with
threads with increasingly higher difficulty, which can be translated to the reading of
whole words. Soon this knowledge can be combined to defeat enemies and winning the
level. A level can be seen as a text the child is supposed to be reading.

Fig. 3: Super Mario World Box Art

Furthermore, the child's mind is relatively fresh when it comes to learning this skill. Not
unlike the product of an untrained machine learning algorithm. The knowledge needed
about the skill or any other skill before obtaining it, is the knowledge of the spoken
word. This is similar to the programming language the machine learning algorithm does
understand.
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Also, the skill is based on teachings and not on instinct. Other than skills like social
interaction, eating food and speech, gaining literacy skills does not benefit from
instincts like the will to survive, the need for human interaction or anything like that.

1.6 Problems with machine learning
1.6.1 The predictability problem of machine learning
When creating a machine learning driven AI for playing video games, a big problem is
the predictability of the outcome of the learning sessions. It is hard to predict if a
learning process will be successful or not. It could be that the algorithm will simply not
learn the things the teacher wants or that only a few more hours of learning would be
needed before the next breakthrough.
Furthermore, in the case of video games glitches and exploits can be a problem. The AI
can figure out how to use an exploit for its advantage and thereby break the game and
leaving no chance for a theoretical player to win against the AI. When experimenting
with the capabilities of multi agent tool use in a catch game, the AI found some exploits
in the physics system launching the agents into the air to overcome an obstacle (see Fig.
4) xx.

Fig. 4: Surprising behaviours from OpenAI's hide and seek agents.

When training an algorithm for image recognition, the teachers provide the algorithm
with vast amounts of data which is evaluated beforehand to improve the outcome of the
machine learning process. For example if an image recognition software is trained to
recognise a bee, the algorithm is fed with preselected images that show bees, before
testing the algorithm on not preselected data.
This is not possible with a game that is in the making since there simply is not enough
5

data for this way of training. Interestingly, Seth Bling did a similar approach with
MariFlow. In many ways it is close to the imitation learning Unity provides. He prerecorded footage of himself playing the game Mario Kart

xxi

and let the machine

learning algorithm learn from it. The AI was trained to predict the button presses for a
certain screen of the footage but this resulted in wrong turns and unpredicted behaviour
when a new situation was happening. He then solved wrong behaviour by taking over
controls himself every now and then, while the machine learning agent was playing and
making mistakes. Unfortunately, this did not solve all issues in the behaviour xxii.

Fig. 5: On the left: Mariflow playing Super Mario Kart. On the right: the way Mariflow processes the
game data.

Another problem is the need for someone to play the game so that Bling's approach can
work. Imitation learning needs the game, for which the AI is developed, to be feature
complete for at least that section of the game. Even then it needs manpower to train the
AI in the right way which takes not only time, but also resources.
Therefore, this mode of training AI with machine learning for video games in
development is unlikely to be done in this manner.

1.6.2 Creation of beautiful behaviours
Another project done by Seth Bling is MarI/O. In this project he trains an algorithm
with neural evolution for “Super Mario World”

xviii

. The reward function is absolutely

simple: When the player goes further to the right, the fitness level (or reward) increases.
Is the fitness level higher than the highest one before, the behaviour gets saved and
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iterated upon. The result is a Mario which wins the first level fast, but he is jumping all
the time (see Fig. 6).

Fig. 6: Mar I/O playing Super Mario World while in spin-jump. At the top: the curent fitness of the
algorithm in comparison to the maximum fitness ever reached. The lines show the neural network of the
algorithm.

For a game this would be unsuitable. For example, the best way to play an ego shooter
would be to spin around oneself in the fastest way possible while moving, jumping, and
crouching at the same time. This can only work if a player processes the fast camera
movement and aims at the same time. While it is entirely possible to have a player
perform a 360° no-scope head shot, this does not look very pleasing.
The AI only gives the player a feeling of realness and presence in the world, if the
behaviours seem to have meaning and some kind of reasoning behind it. Mario's jumps
however, while being very good for the timing of the game, are not how a Mario should
move when controlled by a human player. It lacks a certain kind of elegance.
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1.6.3 Entering the flow state
In video games, there is a certain need for the AI to behave in a way that is
comprehensive for the player. So the player can understand what the AI is going to do
next, while it is also strong enough to not be a push-over. The problem here is that
machine learning when left alone always tries to get the best score as a reward. Hence, it
plays the game in the best way possible. The teacher does have the responsibility to
train the AI in a way, that it can be bested by the player and maybe even allow the
player to get into a state of flow

xxiii

, where the enemy is just hard enough to be a

struggle, but easy enough to be defeated. An adjustment to the difficulty however is not
easy to do. This is where traditional AI programming would be simpler to maintain.
Also, the actions per minute an AI can perform in the game is way higher than the speed
of the average human. When not accounted for, the AI will have no delay in its actions
and easily outperform any player it is headed against. The team of DeepMinds
AlphaStar xxiv has build a StarCraft II : Wings of Liberty

xxv

playing AI, which takes this

problem into account as well.

Fig. 7: Comparison of the actions per minute of alpha star to high ranked players of StarCraft II : Wings
of Liberty.

They trained the AI with different agents competing against each other before trying to
beat pro-gamers quite successfully. Additionally, the team spent time to make the
behaviour mimic players actions by giving it a delay of around 350 milliseconds. Also,
in the beginning it is trained by using replays of players. Thus it learns to copy the few
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actions a player can take in comparison to the vastly superior amount of actions per
minute a machine learning algorithm can perform xxiii.
Even though the team has put quite the effort into the development of an AI that is
superior to human players, there are still some smaller weird behaviours to get rid of.
The AI has a general problem with placing buildings. This does especially stand out,
when trying a technique called walling off, where the buildings are build in a position to
block the enemy from entering the players base

xxvi

. This is one of the most basic

strategies, which can easily be pulled off by players of every skill level. So, even with
this sophisticated approach of training the AI with a team of renown specialists it is still
hard to get the behaviour of the AI to be consistent in all the fields of the game.

Fig. 8: AlphaStar placing the buildings in a way, that Serral can run through the blockade and break the
defences of AlphaStar.

1.7 The environment for the optimization
Unity's machine learning solution for this problem is the ML -Agents Toolkit. This tool
uses reinforced and imitation learning in order to provide game developers with a way
to create AI for video games xxvii.
This tool enables the teacher to interact with the machine learning algorithm by utilizing
an academy-agent-system, where the teacher programs the academy to interact with the
world for learning purposes, orchestrating “all the Agent objects in a Unity scene” xxviii,
the agent that holds the reward functions, observations, and actions of the agent xxix.
9

Currently the ML-Agents Toolkit features two deep learning algorithms: Proximal
Policy Optimizationxxx (PPO) and Soft Actor-Criticxxxi (SAC) for the decision making.
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2 Teaching an algorithm
2.1 Teaching a dog to become house-trained
A very effective way to teach the dog to become house-trained is the paper training.
This training has few phases to condition a puppy to micturate on a soaking pad.

2.1.1 Phases of development
At first, the trainer has to lay out a designated room with soaking pads for the dog to
live in. While in this phase, the dog is expected to micturate all over the space provided.
In this time the dog shall be frequently taken outside in order to get the puppy used to it.
When the dog has become accustom to the pads, one pad gets removed every few days.
In this time, the puppy should learn not to urinate on the blank floor but only on the pad.
The freedom to urinate anywhere gets gradually decimated until there is only one pad
left for the dog to go to. Still, the dog is brought outside and encouraged to micturate on
the outside.
The next phase would be that all the pads get removed permanently and the dog gets
brought outside with a pad to do it's business on. This is in order to get the puppy used
to let go outside of the house with the comfort of the pad. In this phase the pad gets
removed from time to time, to confront the dog with the goal of the training: Passing
water outside of the house without help.

Fig. 9: The layout of house-training a dog with pads.

Finally, when the dog is confident enough the pad gets removed indefinitely. The dog
should by now be used to urinate outside of the house and thereby be house-trained. xxxii

2.1.2 What can be deduced from this example for machine learning?
There are several things that can be deduced for machine learning from the house-
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training of a dog. First it seems like the training does suggest not to use any kind of
punishment for the failing of this training. It relies on the habit of the dog to micturate
on the pad. Therefore, this means that there should be no negative rewards for the
reward function of the machine learning algorithm.
Furthermore, the dog gets taken out constantly in order to show the dog the goal of the
training, as well as getting the dog accustom to the situation of going outside. To
achieve this, the training should be set up in a way that the machine learning algorithm
can only win at first. This can be accomplished by cheating to let the AI win sometimes
and slowly decrease the winning rate over time in order to wean it from winning all the
time.
The equivalent of filling the room with pads as a safe space would most likely be a
reward function that rewards basically any wanted behaviour. This means that
absolutely anything that does something gets rewarded at the beginning of the training
with varying rewards. Then, as the training progresses, spaces with padding get reduced
more and more. This could be interpreted to a reduction of the reward functions
triggered by actions. This goes on until finally there is only one pad left which is like
the winning state. Therefore, at the end of the training only the winning state gets
rewarded.

2.1.3 Examples for Unity
For the use with Unity Machine Learning it is the easiest way to explain it with a game
as example. For this, a game that has complex moving patterns but an easy goal would
be best. The complexity of the moving patterns give the machine learning algorithm
enough of a challenge to try the algorithm and the easy goal has no need for the
algorithm to strategise in order to complete the task.
Consequently, this paper will discuss the encounter of a Goomba in the jump n' run
“Super Mario 64”xxxiii. The main reason for this is the complexity of Mario's movement.
He has a rich set of moves he can perform to reach the goal of jumping on the head of
the Goomba and terminate him. Furthermore, the normal jumps can be combined to
reach enemies that are further away from the player, generating an even greater
challenge for the algorithm. There are two main problems for the agent: Traversal
within the world and the termination of the enemy.
12

Fig. 10: The box art of Super Mario 64 for the Nintendo 64.

First the reward function of the agent has to be created in a way, that does not give any
negative rewards. If the algorithm gets too many negative rewards, it could be that it
learns that it is best to not move at all. Failure has to be discouraged by giving the
algorithm less points when it performs poorly, than it would get when reaching the goal
in a good manner. This could be achieved by capping out the reward the algorithm gets
for movement overall and giving a reward that is bigger than the maximum reward of
the movement for completing the task. This reward cap has to be set individually for
each required movement, so the reward is always the same when the best way of
completing the task is performed. This is done in order to maximise the probability of
the algorithm performing the right moves when an enemy is introduced.
Additionally, the movement itself has to be encouraged by giving a small reward for
every move that is performed. Again, the reward has to be set in a way that complex
movement is only rewarded when necessary. Otherwise there is a high probability for
the agent to be moving in the most complex patterns all the time which would not be
good for the beauty of the AI.
Lastly, there has to be a reward for the agent for not turning too much. Otherwise again
the beauty would suffer since Mario could just spin around seemingly aimless all the
time.
To mime the removed pads, the rewards have to be reduced after all the tasks are
successfully performed for a couple of times, so the agent has to have some bools that
can be turned off or on by the academy.
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The academy however has to be prepared in a way that it has different tasks for the
agent to perform. Here, Unity has introduced “curriculum learning”

xxxiv

for the teacher

to use. The easiest way would be to predefine some small levels for the AI to traverse in
including predefined points where the enemy can randomly spwan. The levels should
have a different layout, so the algorithm does not get used to the same kind of layout
and thereby gets overfitted for only that level. This should provide the agent with
enough differences to teach it to traverse in every terrain.
The levels have to be selected in a way that new combo reliant tasks, like the Goomba
standing on a ledge when Mario has to use a high jump to hit the target, are only
introduced when the old patterns are already learned to not overwhelm the algorithm.
Furthermore, the old patterns have to be reintroduced every once in a while in a
randomized way, so the algorithm does not forget what had to be performed beforehand.
The more patterns are learned, the fewer rewards have to be given for the less complex
tasks. Therefore, the reward functions for easier movements have to be deactivated with
bools from within the academy. This is repeated until all patterns have been learned,
then all rewards get deactivated except for the reward for terminating the Goomba.
When going out with the dog is like showing it the goal, dropping Mario directly onto a
Goomba would be the equivalent. So, every once in a while over the full course of the
training, Mario has to be dropped directly on the head of his enemy.

2.2 Developing literacy skills as a child
Wolfgang Schneider states that when children develop literacy skills, the learning
phases can be classified in different phases of quality, which are gone through in a
distinct orderxxxv. These phases describe the skills a child has when it comes to reading
and writing words, sentences, or texts.

2.2.1 Phases of development
The first phase is the reading of whole words as one. The child can identify words by
symbols like logos of companies

xxxv

. The characters of the word seen individually do

not have a meaning for the child, but it can refer to its meaning by the shape of the word
xxxv

. This phase of learning is performed before the child is in school. In this time

children tend to experiment with their knowledge without a strategy of setting together
words by alphabetical or phonemic rules and can even mix the created string of
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characters with numbers from time to time xxxv.
As the child progresses into a learning facility, it is taught the principals of the alphabet.
This allows the child to connect the phoneme and the character with each other

xxxv

,

enabling the children to combine the read characters to words. Furthermore, the child
learns that the written and the spoken word are connected xxxv.
Then, the identification of words is taught by recoding (the reading of the word without
its meaning) and decoding (recognising the word's meaning)

xxxv

. To further develop this

skill, the child is taught to see and put together syllables and combine them to read
words as a whole again

xxxv

. This allows the child to read texts while understanding the

meaning of it simultaneously.

Fig. 11: The different phases a child goes through when learning
literary skills.

2.2.2 What can be deduced from this example for machine learning?
There are four phases that can be deduced from the learning patterns of children
learning literacy skills. First, there is the phase where the child is reading symbols rather
than words. This is a relatively unguided phase where the child is only interpreting what
the parents are saying without context or actual meaning. This could translate into a
phase where the algorithm is only rewarded for actually completing the task without
further guidance but the full set of observations.
In the next phase, the task of reading a character is introduced by giving the child
precise rules of how to intonate the characters. This is in a way some sort of micro
15

management leaving the child no room for failure because every task is so small.
Therefore, to translate this to machine learning, the big task of reaching the goal gets
split into micro tasks. These tasks have to be as small as possible and have to be trained
individually.
Consequently, in the next phase the child is trained to form words from what it has
learned previously. This is like a connection of the small tasks in different scenarios
where not everything that is learned is needed. This leads to to the translation of letting
the machine learning algorithm train a kind of scenario pack where certain scenarios
have to be completed successfully, but not with the whole skill set at once.
Finally, the children are at the point where they have to read full texts. This is like
finishing the task as a whole again. So, the machine learning algorithm should work on
finishing the whole task.

2.2.3 Examples for Unity
Again, “Super Mario 64”

xxxii

will be used as an example because of said reasons.

However, the mindset of how to apply the explained approaches is different. Here
everything comes down to the phases of learning, rather than how the different
behaviours are rewarded.
Every phase has to have its own reward function. In the experimental phase, the
algorithm is left alone with no rewards except for when the Goomba is terminated. The
agent is not required to actually complete the task, so again no negative rewards are
applied. It could be best when the academy is setup in a way that Mario is dropped onto
the Goomba's head every now and then, since it is very unlikely for the AI to
successfully jump on the head at this phase of learning. But in the worst case, this setup
could lead to no learning effect at all.
To keep the learning sessions from becoming infinite rounds with Mario moving
aimlessly, the academy has to be set up to reset the learning session after a certain time.
The next phase is set active after a certain number of sessions. Here, it does still not
matter if the sessions where successful or not.
In this phase, the task of terminating the Goomba gets split into smaller tasks. These
have to be as small as possible. So, the movement is split into each kind of jump and
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their combos, running and terminating the Goomba. These tasks are going to be trained
individually and in randomised order.
Furthermore, there have to be levels designed with the task that is needed to be
performed in mind, being selected at random for the different training sessions. Here
again the sessions get reset after a certain time and additionally after the success of the
agent.
The agent gets rewarded when he reaches the goal of the task successfully without using
the unwanted behaviour. So, if Mario has a ledge where he is supposed to jump on top
of with a simple jump but does something else, like for example a triple jump, the agent
playing as Mario gets no reward at all even though he successfully reaches the top of the
ledge.
This has to be repeated until the tasks are repeatedly done right. Then, after completing
the tasks for a number of times, the next phase begins where these small levels have to
be chained together to provide the agent with a course.
Here, the goal is to combine the previously learned skills to train traversal or
terminating the Goomba. This means that like in the phase before, the Goomba is not
introduced as the goal in every level.
Moreover the reward function of the agent rewards all the sub-goals like in the phase
before. This is to build a connection between the skill-sets. The reset of the sessions is
activated after time, or when the task is done successfully.
In the last phase, the levels that have been chained together are reintroduced but always
contain a Goomba for the agent to terminate. Here only the termination of the Goomba
gets rewarded.
The sessions get reset after a certain time, or when the Goomba is terminated. However,
it could be better if there are several Goombas spawned in each level for a maximised
learning effect.

2.3 The differences and similarities between these approaches
Both examples have a different mindset when it comes to teaching a certain task. The
house-training is basically encouraging the learner to learn by repeatedly showing the
goal, whereas the development of literacy skills has new, but smaller goals for the
17

learner to achieve every time they enter a new phase of training.
Furthermore, the house-training tries to teach through familiarity with the environment
rather than the task itself like it is the case with the training of the children. In the latter,
by splitting the task into smaller tasks, the children get trained in a way that they have a
step by step instruction before they can actually learn to read. The dog however is
expected to micturate anyway at some point in his life, so the environment in which he
does it is reduced.
Because of this, the levels both are training in have to be different. While the literacyskill-method has to have levels designed for the small tasks it will have to manage to
succeed in, the house-training method has to have fully staffed levels testing the skillsets of the agent. These do sound similar at first, but are different in size and design
philosophy.
On the other hand, there is something these approaches do have in common. Both
approaches do not suggest any kind of negative reinforcement. This is even encouraged
by Unity stating that the usage of negative rewards are less powerful in encouraging the
wanted behaviour xxxvi.
Both of the approaches do have varying reward functions. Both suggest that the rewards
of the easy to perform tasks are taken away gradually over time, in favour for more
complex tasks for the AI to perform.
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3 Conclusion
In this paper the relatively new paradigm of machine teaching is expanded for the
thought about the approach of how to teach an machine learning algorithm. Rather than
only making teaching more accessible for the developer with the main focus on the
teacher, the way of teaching something itself is discussed. The discussion is about
training an algorithm with the help of other fields of research, mainly in the didactic
field. Namely teaching a child literary-skills and teaching a dog to be house-trained.
Both analysis' have formed an approach for machine teaching with curriculum learning.
These approaches have been further fleshed out to be used with Unity Machine
Learning on the example of Super Mario 64. This backs the theoretical approach with a
more empirical model.
Complex behaviours are hard to train for machine learning agents. This can be due to
the teachers of machine learning algorithms being mainly people from computer
science. It could be worth to try out ways of teaching from other fields of science.
The house-training relies heavily on forming the behaviours through habits. When the
dog is taken out for a walk, it is like showing the goal to the algorithm. And when
taking away a pad, it is similar to taking away a reward function from the algorithm for
already learned behaviours. These findings could also be transferred to machine
learning in other ways, when testing these.
Teaching a child has a focus on the phases of learning. By splitting the reading process
into smaller tasks and turning each phase into a reliable and testable chunk of work, a
higher success-rate in teaching literary-skills is achieved. When transferring this to
machine learning, all there is to do really is splitting a bigger task to smaller more
manageable tasks. This approach definitely is not usable for all sorts of tasks, but should
be tested on complex behaviours which involve many small steps.
The research should enable machine teachers to use the findings in this paper to develop
machine learning agents with more complex tasks. Still , the efficiency and success-rate
of the approaches have to be tested in real life scenarios.
Further research will show the practical use of this and if the shift from thinking about
the ability of the algorithms to learn, to teachers, to teaching is something that can
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further machine learning as a whole.
Furthermore, other teaching methods could be interpreted for machine learning. The
most promising of these would be everything that does not presume prior knowledge
since machine learning algorithms are like blank slates in the beginning of the training.
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